CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY
AGID (Agenzia per l’Italia Digitale) adopts Syneto Storage to improve
data sharing, virtualize their servers and insures proper, fast
Backups and Recoveries in a High Availability cluster.
Solution provided by

For our customer

THE HIGHLIGHTS
Industry
Public Administration & Government agency

The Problem
The rapid growth of their IT infrastructure, driven by the need to cope with complex and dissimilar
requirements in a very short time-frame, resulted in an architecture that was too complex and based on
independent hardware resources. This generated increasingly higher operational and maintenance costs.
The need to transfer the datacenter to a remote location, The Agencie’s role in guiding datacenter
maintenance throughout the Public Administration and the need to make datacenter associated
spending more efﬁcient required a review of the entire data virtualization and consolidation process.

The Solution
Consolidate all data on Syneto Storage while improving speed with LACP support and Fibre Channel
connectivity. Slash server costs by keeping VMware datastores on Syneto Storage with VMware
integration. Achieve Disaster Recovery and High Availability with Syneto’s smart, incremental,
scheduled Snapshots and active-active High Availability storage clustering.

CUSTOMER PROFILE
The Agency for Digital Italy is established by legislative decree no. 83 and converted into Law no.
134/2012. The Agency primarily acts as an aggregator for a range of skills previously distributed
across different entities. It simpliﬁes the management of innovation policies and controls the
digitisation and modernisation of the public administration. The Agency implements the Digital Agenda
for Europe in Italy and addresses:
National registry of residents
Digital identity
Public connectivity systems
Public Admin. datacenters

Open Data policies
Accessibility
Business Continuity
Disaster Recovery

Data Security
Digital payment systems
Smart community & reuse
Digital record keeping

THE PROBLEM
Slow Data Sharing

The Agency for Digital Italy
faced a series of data access
speed issues arising from a
dispersed storage and network
infrastructure. The Agency is
responsible for introducing the
latest technologies to the Italian
public administration, so a
modern storage infrastructure
with fast access to data is a
must.
Requirements for easy data
sharing were also not being
met. The complex nature of
their systems prohibited the
necessary distribution of
important information. More to
the point, data was being stored
on independent, small
hardware, which was not
properly interconnected.

Decentralized servers

The Agency was registering a
marked increase in the total
cost of ownership for their
server farm. With a host of
different servers residing on
separate hardware platforms,
maintenance, manpower, space
and power costs were
becoming problematic.
Data and application growth at
an unprecedented rate coupled
with independent server
overpopulation, stretching
resources to the breaking point,
is an all to common scenario.
One which the Agency for
Digital Italy was seeking to
avoid by acquiring new
technology.

Problematic data security

The nature of their IT
environment prevented the
Agency from achieving
consistent Disaster Recovery
and High Availability. The big
number of different computers
and servers required extended
management efforts to ensure
proper data backup. Not to
mention that these separate
backups could never be
centralized, making any sort of
data recovery very chancy.
Without a High Availability
solution in place, the Agency
was facing downtime every
time something went wrong or
needed maintenance.

THE SOLUTION
VMware integration for
virtualization

The Agency for Digital Italy
adopts a Syneto HA Cluster
Series storage. Syneto’s Storage
OS includes a smart VMware
integration feature which made
short work of converting the
Agency’s very costly server farm
into a virtualized example of

efﬁciency and
cost-effectiveness. The Syneto
system is used as a shared
storage resource to store,
backup and allocate all the
virtual machine data. Resource
and manpower consumption
issues are addressed by
automaticly scheduled
datacenter Snapshots. The
maintenance times are severely

reduced by the simple fusion
between Storage OS and
VMware, importing the entire
list of vServers in just a few
seconds.

Backup & Recovery for
data protection

The Agency now boasts one of
the smartest Disaster Recovery

can also easily carry out the
subsequent Recovery of any
data. The ZFS ﬁlesystem on
Storage OS guarantees data
can be reclaimed from any point
in time in mere minutes. The
Recovery process is further
optimized with Windows
Previous Versions support.

& High Availability
implementations possible.
VMware datastores and ﬁles are
uniﬁed in a HA cluster on
Syneto Storage . This important
data is then saved using
Storage OS’s advanced Disaster
Recovery feature set. This
means The Agency’s data
receives almost instantaneous
Snapshot which don’t cause
any downtime, are completely
transparent and require little
maintenance time. The Agency

Fibre Channel & LACP for
fast data access
Data consolidated on Syneto
Storage is easily accessed by

any of The Agency for Digital
Italy’s users thanks to LACP
(Link Aggregation Control
Protocol) and Fibre Channel
support.
Data access speeds are
guaranteed through this
transparent aggregation of
multiple network cards. This
supports The Agency’s big user
base while bestowing the quick
data access desired by the
organization.

THE SYSTEM
30 VMs

HA
Node 1

Node 2

Technology
Syneto HA Cluster Series - 16 bays
Syneto VMware-storage integration feature
Syneto VXClone technology

Syneto Disaster Recovery feature set
LACP added functionality
Fibre Channel communication protocol

OTHER SOLUTIONS

Server virtualization

VMware integration

Virtual desktops (VDI)

High Availability

Design & Engineering

Disaster Recovery

